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A Cozy Hedge Fund Community
Follow education reform money through a dense, interlocking network of New York City hedge fund managers.

In 2012, ERN and SFNY shared a business address.

Education Reform Now
In 2012, ERN gave $10,000 in cash to FES.
ERN also gave $49,500 to the Tapestry Project, where FES.

In 2010, ERN receives all donations and pays all project expenses on behalf of SF.

StudentsFirstNY
Nine hedge fund billionaires, Julian Robertson Jr, Paul Singer, Louis Bacon, Seth Klarman, Lee Ainslie, Larry Robbins, Daniel Loeb, Paul Tudor Jones II, and Carl Icahn—the latter three are also SF board members—almost completely fund NY For a Balanced Albany with $4.3 million.

In 2014, FES and SFNY shared a business address.

In 2014, SFNY registers for NY For a Balanced Albany SuperPac.

Success founder Joel Greenblatt gave $250,000 to NY For a Balanced Albany.

Families For Excellent Schools
A charter school lobbying arm, founded by hedge fund manager Bryan Lawrence and spearheaded by Success Academy directors.

Success board member Daniel Loeb gave $1,025,000 to NY For a Balanced Albany.

New Yorkers For a Balanced Albany

The Nation.
How New Yorkers For A Balanced Albany Tipped the New York State Senate